
Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 1, 2 

 
1. Where is the plane taking Brian? Why? 

            
            
             

 
 
2. How does the pilot treat Brian? 

            
            
             

 
 
3. What was Brian’s mother’s gift to him when he left?  How did he feel as he 

accepted the gift?  Why?   
            
            
             

 
 
4. What happens to terrify Brian? 

            
            
             

 
 
5. How does he handle the emergency?   

            
            
             

 
 
6. What would you do? Would you be as calm as Brian is? 

            
            
             

 
 
 



7. How is Brian like you?  How is he different?  Make a T-comparison chart on 
the bottom of this page. 

 
You Brian 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 3, 4 

 
1. Why is Brian looking for a lake? 

            
            
             

 
 
2. Who is it that Brian hears screaming as the plane crashes? 

            
            
             

 
 
3. Why doesn’t Brian drown in the crash? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. What is “The Secret” and how does it make Brian feel? 

            
            
             

 
 
5. As the sun comes up, Brian’s eyes become swollen shut within minutes.  

What is the cause? 
            
            
             

 
 
6. How does Brian feel as he looks around at the scenery?  

            
            
             

 
 



7. In a monologue, there is only one speaker, who reveals his thoughts and 
feelings.  Pretend that you are Brian.  In a monologue, describe what has 
happened to you and how you feel about it.  
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
             

 
 
8. When Brian wakes up, what will he do? 

            
            
             

 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 5, 6 

 
1. Brian is thirst and does something he knows he shouldn’t.  What is that? 

What is the result? 
            
            
             

 
 
2. Brian feels overwhelmed by the rush of confused thoughts that he has. What 

does he tell himself to calm himself down? 
            
            
             

 
 
3. What happened before the plane crashed that might make it more difficult for 

searchers to find Brian? 
            
            
             

 
 
4. Why does Brian think of Mr. Perpich? Do you think Mr. Perpich’s advice is 

good?   
            
            
             

 
 
5. List everything Brian has when the plane crashes. Rate the items, with 1=the 

item that you think is most valuable to him NOW, 2=next most valuable, etc. 
            
            
             

 
 



6. Describe the shelter Brian decides to build.  What other kinds of shelter could 
he make? What kind would you make? 
            
            
             

 
 
7. Brian wonders what there is to eat. What idea does the TV show Brian once 

saw give him? What mistake does Brian make when he first finds food? 
            
            
             

 
 
8. How will Brian solve the problem of how to start a fire? 

            
            
             

 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 7, 8 

 
1. What mistake does Brian make that is like the mistake he made when he 

drank too much water? 
            
            
             

 
 
2. Why is Brian so upset about what he saw in the mall? What do you learn 

about the Secret that you did not know before? 
            
            
             

 
 
3. Why is Brian frightened by his reflection in the water? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. Why isn’t Brian worried about eating the new kinds of berries? 

            
            
             

 
 
5. What problem does Brian run into while he is berry-picking? Why doesn’t he 

run far away?  Would you? 
            
            
             

 
 
6. How does Brian become injured? How could he have avoided getting hurt? 

            
            
             

 



 
7. After the attack, Brian learns the most important rule of survival. What is that? 

            
            
             

 
 
8. How does Brian get his idea for starting a fire? Do you think the idea will 

work? What steps would you take to start a fire if you were in his place? 
            
            
             

 
   
9. How will Brian’s life change once he has a fire? 

            
            
             

 
 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 9, 10 

 
1. Brian figures out how to make sparks, but he still has other problems to solve 

before he will have a good fire. What are the problems? 
            
            
             

 
 
2. How does he finally start the fire from the hatchet sparks? 

            
            
             

 
 
3. Who is Brian’s hungry friend? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. Why can’t Brian leave the fire? How does he solve the problem? 

            
            
             

 
 
5. What are the clues that the sounds Brian heard at night were made by a 

turtle? 
            
            
             

 
 
6. Does Brian like the taste of the eggs? Why does Brian stand so that he 

cannot see the eggs, after eating a few of them? 
            
            
             

 



 
7. Will Brian keep hoping to be found? 

            
            
             

 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 11, 12 

 
1. Why does Brian bother to clean his camp? Would you? 

            
            
             

 
 
2. How is Brian’s body changing from the way it was before the crash? 

            
            
             

 
 
3. How long does Brian work on the fish spear? What is the result? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. How is Brian’s mind different now? Are the changes good? 

            
            
             

 
 
5. When does Brian begin thinking about his mother’s baked chicken? Why? 

            
            
             

 
 
6. What happens to make Brian lose hope that he will ever be found? 

            
            
             

 
 



7. Imagine Brian had kept a list in the sand of “things to do.” What would his list 
say? 
            
            
             

 
 
8. What new dangers will Brian face? 

            
            
             

 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 13, 14 

 
1. How are Brian’s feelings when he sees the wolf like his feeling when he saw 

the bear? 
            
            
             

 
 
2. How many days have passed since the crash? 

            
            
             

 
 
3. When did he try to kill himself? Why? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. Who is the “new Brian” and what two things does he know that the old Brian 

did not? 
            
            
             

 
 
5. What are two mistakes Brian makes? Why do you suppose he mentally lists 

them to tell his father? What does this show you about him and about his 
father? 
            
            
             

 
 



6. How does something Brian learned in science class come in handy when 
trying to catch fish? Have you ever learned something at school that you 
found surprisingly useful in “real life”? 
            
            
             

 
 
7. What is a tough hope? Have you ever had tough hope? 

            
            
             

 
 
8. Describe a mistake that at first is funny, but in the end nearly kills Brian. How 

does Brian show that he learns something from the mistake? 
            
            
             

 
 
9. How does Brian solve the problem of finding enough fish to eat? 

            
            
             

 
 
10. What new skills will Brian acquire? Acquire means to learn or to develop. 

            
            
             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 15, 16 

 
1. What does a “First day” mean to Brian? Name three of his “First days.” What 

are three of the most important “First days” you have had in your life?  
            
            
             

 
 
2. Why is the day Brian washes the dead bird in the lake almost the last day of 

his life? 
            
            
             

 
 
3. How is Brian’s experience with the moose the opposite of what he 

experiences with the bear and the wolf? 
            
            
             

 
 
4. How does Brian suddenly lose everything? What is his reaction? How would 

you feel and what would you do in his place? 
            
            
             

 
 
5. Why does Brian try to say some words for the pilot after the tornado? Does he 

find words? What words might you use? 
            
            
             

 
 



6. Now that the tornado has destroyed so much, what will Brian have to do? 
            
            
             

 
 
7. Imagine you were in Brian’s shoes, what things would you do differently than 

him?  What things would you do the same? 
            
            
             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 17, 18 

 
1. After the tornado, what problem does Brian attack first? 

            
            
             

 
 
2. When is it that Brian decides to try to get into the plane? What does he hope 

to find? Why hasn’t he tried to find it earlier? 
            
            
             

 
 
3. Why does Brian build a raft? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. Brian faces a problem when making the raft. What is it? How does he use 

what he learned making the walls of his shelter to solve the problem of the 
raft? 
            
            
             

 
 
5. What solution does Brian come up with for keeping the raft in place by the 

plane?  
            
            
             

 
 



6. What does Brian visualize his mother doing? What does this show you about 
the kind of person she is? 
            
            
             

 
 
7. How does Brian decide to get inside the plane? Why does he have to dive to 

the bottom of the lake first? Do you think Brian’s decision to risk making the 
dive was a good decision? 
            
            
             

 
 
8. What does Brian see that upsets him so much? 

            
            
             

 



Name          
 

Hatchet 
Chapters 19 and Epilogue 

 
1. What does Brian find in the survival bag? Does he find what he had hoped? 

            
            
             

 
 
2. How does Brian feel about the gun? Why do you think he feels that way? Are 

your feelings about guns similar to his, or are they different? 
            
            
             

 
 
3. Why isn’t Brian very excited about finding a transmitter? 

            
            
             

 
 
4. What is on the menu of Brian’s feast? What would you choose to make first, if 

you were in his place? 
            
            
             

 
 
5. What happens to interrupt Brian’s dinner? How does Brian react?  

            
            
             

 
 
6. Why does this pilot find Brian when so many others had not? 

            
            
             

 
 



7. Why is it a good thing that the pilot finds Brian when he does? 
            
            
             

 
 
8. Name three ways the experience has changed Brian forever. Are the changes 

positive or negative? Can you think of any ways he may have changed that 
are not mentioned in the book? 
            
            
             

 
 
9. On what topics does Brian do research after he returns home? 

            
            
             

 
 
10. What sorts of dreams does Brian have after returning home? Why do you 

think he doesn’t have nightmares? 
            
            
             

 
 
11. Why do you think Brian doesn’t tell his father the Secret? Do you think he 

should? Why or why not?  
            
            
             

 
 
 


